You guys did an outstanding job of
providing us with an awesome and unforgettable
adventure. I had the time of my life and learned
a lot about myself. Thank you so much for
everything you did. This program far exceeded
my expectations.
- Accenture

Mission Impossible Team Challenge:
Golden Gold Diggers
Not the Typical Scavenger Hunt!
Intensely strategic, highly collaborative,
and mind-expanding, Mission Impossible:
Golden Gold Diggers keeps the best
teams on their toes! Unlike the typical
scavenger hunt format that lead teams
point to point and focused on technology,
Mission Impossible is totally different.
Teams are given all their Missions
upfront – it is up to each team to
determine how they move through the
historic downtown Golden field of play
area and which Missions they will
attempt to complete. There are too
many Missions to complete during the
official timeframe – this is intentional. It
is not the fastest teams that earn the
most points, it is the smartest teams!

Balanced Teamwork Leads to Success
Teams use ‘whole brain’ thinking. There are many working components to
the Mission Impossible Challenge that require the team to balance focus
with speed of execution. Teams must keep their eyes open to the periphery
or miss the opportunity to score points along the way. Multiple ways of
accruing points requires teams to manage their strategy efficiently and
effectively.
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Mission Impossible Overview
Program Kick-Off
Teams huddle in the heart of historic
downtown Golden for a short briefing and
gain insight into the TEAM Balance Model
that provides the foundation for TEAM
success.
Rules of Engagement are Revealed
Teams receive a series of Missions that
need to be deciphered before learning the
secret location of the Missions. This is
where strategy kicks into play. Which
Missions will the team choose to pursue?
A variety of metrics will help teams
determine a strategy that will earn them the
most performance points.
Mission Impossible in Action
Once teams decipher their secret codes
they hit the ground in pursuit of each
Mission. Each Mission is spread out within
the historic downtown Golden field of play
area. Teams will naturally split into different
directions as each takes a different
strategic approach. Which teams will
manage their time most efficiently?
Results and Celebration
At the finish area, teams will report to
Mission Headquarters for official scoring.
And the winners are??
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